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yeti allows you to specify nodes to be rendered in the viewport and these are cached in a separate
cache set. when rendering for the first time the viewport cache is cleared and then any nodes
specified by the user will be rendered in the viewport. this can be useful for having certain nodes
rendered in the viewport while rendering another node with the others. the yeti_glow and
yeti_glow_emphasized nodes are used to create the glowing effect on the fibers. these nodes have a
node on the right hand side, which defines the radius to use to render the glowing effect. we will
modify the glowing radius in the radius node. the glowing radius is used in the yeti graph to control
the glowing effect on the fibers and is used as an input to the yeti_glow node. the node to use for
this can be found by looking up the name of the yeti glow node. the node has a alpha value that
controls how bright the glow is. the scatter node has various attributes for controlling the density of
system which ( as shown later ) can be controlled by grooms to limit its influence. when a yeti graph
is evaluated a global density multiplier is used to vary the density of the system between the
viewport and rendering which directly affects the values in the scatter node. the node creates the
actual fibers from the previous scattered points and has a second input, which is our initial import
node (the grooming with the strands). we have to tell yeti to consider our previous sculpted strands
to build the fibers. for instance, the strand length will be considered while building the fibers.
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I had the same problem and I struggled a lot before understanding the origine of the problem. What I
discovered is that the test_texture in Yeti v###-> examples didnt work in the file yeti

textureExample for the first groom test but worked for the second one, and, strangely, after putting
the second one it worked for the first one (I dont remember if I changed things). After that I

discovered that the test_texture worked in other files, so I put my own texture on it in photoshop and
save a copy and it worked and another copy didnt work. the only difference was that one was

texture.tif and the other texture.TIF. Now, I can work with all.tif I want, but any. Strand
SimulationYeti's simulation engine has been refactored to provide more accurate and stable results

along with improved collision detection for better collision response.A Density Gradient field
continuum has been added that introduces psuedo strand to strand collisions for better volume
preservation.Region of InterestA Region of Interest can be added to a Yeti node to limit graph

evaluation and results to a bounding volume which provides a way of focusing in on little details
while also speeding up iteration due to the limit evaluation. ClumpingThe Clump node has undergone
a major refactor inheriting the volumetric clumping of the guide curves and removing the need for a
second input relying on a fractal based clumping method and a subset of the inputs fibres to clump
too.Component EditingMore options when editing Grooms in Component Editing mode including the

ability to edit along the length of the curve and stretch/pull strands for finer control. Much
More!Please refer to the Yeti 4.0 release notes for many of the smaller updates, features and fixes.
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